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INTRODUCTION

• We propose a keypoint selection technique which utilizes SIFT and KAZE
keypoint detectors, a texture map and Gabor Filter.
• The obtained keypoints are a subset of SIFT and KAZE keypoints on the
original image as well as the texture map.
• These are ranked according to the proposed saliency score based on
three criteria:

• distinctivity,
• detectability
• repeatability

• These keypoints are shown to be effectively able to characterize objects
in an image.



INTRODUCTION

• Selecting relevant keypoints from a set of detected keypoints assists in
reducing:
 the computational complexity
 error propagated due to irrelevant keypoints.

• This would help in application domains where objects are primary
concern such as object classification, detection, segmentation etc.



Motivation

Most matchable keypoints: regions with reasonably high Difference of Gaussian 
(DoG) responses. [1]

KAZE features have strong response along the boundary of objects while SIFT
captures shape, texture etc. similar to neuronal response of human vision
system. [6]



KEY CONTRIBUTIONS

• First work using KAZE with SIFT keypoints for keypoint selection aimed
at object characterization and its subsequent use for object matching.

• Salient Keypoint selection of SIFT features on Gabor convolved image for
representation of features inside object boundaries in context of object
characterization.

• Adapt distinctiveness, detectability and repeatability scores [1] for
keypoints to Euclidean space.



Background

• SIFT has been the de-facto choice for keypoint extraction.

• KAZE is a recent feature detection technique which exploits the non
linear scale space to detect keypoints along edges and sharp
discontinuities.

• SIKA: A combination of SIFT and KAZE keypoints has shown
complementary nature of these techniques. Though it shows the
effectiveness of the combination in object classification, we provide a
non-heuristic approach for extracting suitable keypoints from the
image with the requisite properties.



SIKA

• SIKA keypoints [7] are direct combination of SIFT and KAZE keypoints.  The 
selection consists of either all or a subset of keypoints based on the available 
object annotations. 

• Suited for Object Classification and similar tasks with available object 
annotations for training. 



SIKA

SIKA ALL

SIKA Complementary



SIKA: Approach



SIFT vs KAZE vs SIKA

Property SIFT KAZE SIKA

Keypoint Distribution corners boundaries objects

No. of Keypoints Large Relatively fewer Selective (Practically 
needs less than 50% 
of keypoints as 
compared to SIFT 
and KAZE)

Scale Space Linear Non linear Both

Descriptor size 128 
dimensional 
descriptor

64/128 
dimensional 
descriptor

Respective
Descriptors

Object Classification 
[7]

Lags behind 
CNN

No where near 
CNN

Comparable to CNN 
(not always)



Proposed Methodology: An overview

1. Ranked combination: SIFT and KAZE keypoints + keypoints computed
from the texture map produced by Gabor filter.
2. Sharp edges or transitions: key characteristics of objects [3]. SIFT or any
other detector loses out on this crucial boundary information.

3. Supplement the SIFT and KAZE keypoints from original image with the
SIFT keypoints obtained from the texture map using Gabor filter. Saliency
map obtained using [5] is used to threshold out 'weak' keypoints.

KAZE features based on non-linear anisotropic diffusion filtering [4].



Proposed Methodology: Flow

Fig 1. : Flow diagram for the proposed methodology 



Keypoint Selection and Ranking

1. Transformations: rotation (π/6, π/3, 2 ∗ π/3), scaling (0.5, 1.5, 2),
cropping (20%, 50%), affine.

Where SKP (i) : saliency score, Dist(KP(i)) : Distinctivity, Det(KP(i)) :

Detectability, Rep(KP(i)) : Repeatability

2. The description of ith keypoint which gives the location (xi , yi) and

response of the keypoint si .

SKP (i) = Dist(KP(i)) + Det(KP(i)) + Rep(KP(i)) 

KP(i) = {(xi , yi), si}, i = 1...N



Keypoint Selection and Ranking

3. Distinctiveness gives the summation of the Euclidean distances

between every pair of keypoint descriptors in the same image.



Keypoint Selection and Ranking

4. Repeatability gives Euclidean distance (ED) between the keypoint

descriptor in the original image to the keypoint descriptor mapped in

the corresponding transform, t. Here, nTransf is the number of

transformations.



Keypoint Selection and Ranking

5. Detectability gives the summation of the strengths of the keypoint in

the original image and its respective transforms.



Keypoint Selection and Ranking

6. We select the KAZE and SIFT keypoints which have saliency score

greater than the respective mean saliency scores.

where N is the total count of keypoint from respective detector and

µsalscore is mean of the saliency scores.



Texture Map based SIFT keypoints 

1. SIFT keypoints are calculated on the original image. Then, the

orientation histogram of the keypoints is constructed. The dominant

orientations are found by binning the keypoint orientations into

prespecified number of bins. The image is then convolved with

Gabor filter using these dominant orientations.

where u denotes the frequency of the sinusoidal function, θ gives the

orientation of the function, σ is the standard deviation of the Gaussian

function.



Texture Map based SIFT keypoints 

2. Next, the saliency map [5] is calculated for the original image. For

each keypoint, if the saliency value is greater than the mean saliency

then the keypoint is retained.

where TextureKP denotes the set of keypoints which are salient for

representing the texture. µsalmap denotes the mean of the saliency map.



Algorithm: Ranking Salient keypoints 



EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Datasets:

 Caltech 101: to show the effectiveness of the algo. that the salient

keypoints characterize and represent the objects.

 VGG affine dataset: for object matching.



Object Representation



Object Representation

Fig. 2: Figure showing a) Object annotation b) Saliency Map c) Gabor filtered image 
(Texture Map) d) Ranked keypoints inside the object contour



Object Representation

Fig. 3: Texture and Ranked (SIFT and KAZE) keypoints



Object Matching



Object Matching

Fig. 4: Correctly matched keypoints by the proposed 
selection strategy: red (KAZE), yellow (SIFT), green 
(TextureKP) on the bikes dataset (VGG).



Object Matching

Fig. 5: Average ED vs top N% keypoints of the feature set



CONCLUSION

• Novel keypoint selection scheme based on SIFT and KAZE proposed. The

technique incorporated texture information by finding SIFT keypoints on a

texture map (using Gabor).

• Technique can characterize an object region more efficiently than other

contemporary detectors.

• Less prone to false positives.

• It will help in extending the existing object matching and classification

algorithms.

• Practical applications: object localization, segmentation and many other

domains.

• Holds promise to extend the existing state of the art in many application

areas where objects are involved
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Appendix



Convolve with
Gaussian

Downsample

Step 1: Construction of Scale Space

Scale Invariant Feature Transform: Keypoint
Detection



Gaussian images grouped 
by octave.

DoG images grouped 
by octave



Choose 
consecutive DoG
images

26 neighbours

Optimization Tricks:

1. For non-maxima and 
non-minima all points 
need not to be 
compared

2. First and last images 
in the octave need 
not be compared

Take pixel if it is local maxima/local minima than all of them. 
This is called a KEYPOINT.

Extrema Detection (for each pixel)



• (b) Reject keypoints with low contrast
• (c ) Reject keypoints that are localized along an edge 

Step II: Keypoint Localization



• Create gradient histogram for the keypoint 
neighbourhood ( 36   bins)

• Neighborhood: a circular Gaussian falloff from 
the keypoint center  (\sigma=1.5 pixels at the 
current scale, so the effective neighborhood is 
about 9x9)

Step III: Orientation Assignment



Any peak within 80% of the highest peak is used to create a
keypoint with that orientation

Orientation Assignment (Contd…)



Extracted keypoints, 
arrows indicating scale
and orientation



• Take 16x16 square window around detected keypoint

• Decompose this into 4x4 tiles

• Compute gradient orientation for each pixel (8 bins)

• Create histogram over edge orientations weighted by magnitude

Adapted from slide by David Lowe

0 2
angle histogram

4x4x8= 128D

Scale Invariant Feature Transform: Keypoint
Description



KAZE: Background



KAZE: Background



KAZE: Background



KAZE: Background



KAZE: Background



equation  for building non linear scale space using  AOS

KAZE: Keypoint Detection



Comparison between gaussian blurring and nonlinear diffusion

Non linear vs linear scale space



Feature detectionKAZE: Keypoint Detection



Scharr edge filter
The Scharr operator is the most common technique with two kernels used to 
estimate the two dimensional second derivatives horizontally and vertically.
The operator for the two direction is given by the following formula:

KAZE: Keypoint Detection



Feature descriptionKAZE: Keypoint Description



KAZE: Keypoint Description


